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on the night of

january 1838 joseph smith and sidney
rigdon made their escape from kirtland riding sixty miles
on swift horses before stopping to rest the collapse of the
bank desertion by trusted friends angry denunciations and
threats a relentless buildup of lawsuits all this seemed to
leave the prophet little choice but to leave kirtland to its own
fate 1
many of his followers had already left kirtland of course
or had gathered to missouri without stopping in ohio others
including his immediate family followed during the early
months of 1838 soon a revelation came that seemed to ring
the death knell of kirtland as a mormon center kirtland
scourger
is and will be sco
scourged
urged 122 sensing the impending doom scores
of families worked feverishly selling property buying teams
and wagons sometimes borrowing from friends or family and
packing in preparation for the organized evacuation planned
for the summer finally on 6 july 1838 a string of teams and
wagons more than a mile long moved out along the old chil
licothe road and headed toward chester 3
dr bitton is assistant church historian and professor of history at the
university of utah he has published widely in journals in his field and is
the author of two books the french nobility in crisis 1560
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15601640
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it

is customary to end the history of mormonism in

kirtland

with the departure of this company usually known as kirtland in a sense it is true that its central role
and camp
was over 4 but it is surprising how long it took for mormonism in kirtland to fade away
in november 1839 brigham young and heber C kimball
stopped in kirtland on their return from the british mission
and found a good many friends and brethren who were glad
young explained that many of these brethren
to see us
lacked the energy to move to missouri last season and some
lacked the disposition
the kirtland temple was still available for use for brigham young preached a sermon there and
anointed john taylor in an evening ceremony 5
in spring of the following year there were encouraging
signs that the latter day work still had a future in kirtland
hiram kellogg wrote the lord is reviving his work in this
place there is more or less baptised
baptized
bapti sed here every week we
have about 125 members in the society here and more going
sed next thursday many of the old inhabitants
baptized
baptised
to be bapti
of this place have been standing and looking on until they
are convinced that this is the work of the lord and are willing
to embrace it 6 although letters from joseph smith express
disappointment with the spirit of contention there he expressed a desire to see kirtland flourish 17 in october 1840
almon W babbitt was named to preside in kirtland that it
might be built up and serve as a gathering place for brethren
from the east 8 at conference in may 1841 the kirtland
stake was said to consist of between 300 and 400 members 9
the latter day work seemed to prosper under babbitt s
direction in october 1841 he was sustained as president by
the kirtland saints babbitt wrote to the prophet there is
now about 500 members in this place and a good many
churches adjacent to this stake we have got the house of
the lord in mideling
hideling
mi deling good repair we are now about
7
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lying a new bell deck we have made provisions for the
poor 10 these poor included 100 english saints who did not
have the resources to get all the way to nauvoo the kirtland
saints had bought some good farm land according to babbitt and were converting the old steam mill into a furnace
while optimistic about events in kirtland babbitt complained of rumors from nauvoo that kirtland was to be
abandoned there is so mutch writen
briten from your place that it
would require more than the influence of an angel to keep
down the excitement
clear directions were needed should
they plan to stay or not what should be done with the
temple and other property he had reason to be concerned
for at october conference in nauvoo he had been disfellow
shipped for teaching false doctrine although this could not
have been known to him at the time he wrote the letter 11 and
at the end of october hyrum smith wrote without ambiguity
all the saints 12that dwell in that land are commanded to
come away
nevertheless mormonism did not quickly disappear from
the kirtland scene financial problems undoubtedly prevented immediate migration for some moreover almon babbitt was insisting that the scourge will fall on nauvoo before
it falls on kirtland 13 at a conference in october 1842 lyman wight still found many saints 75 of whom heard him
preach in the temple in the morning in the afternoon he reported the congregation contained about 150 with cheerful
countenances
countenancer
the next day 500 to 700 people were in attendance and several baptisms were performed in the chagrin
river during this conference wight reported 30 elders orwe are now holding meetings
dained and 203 baptisms
every night he reported and shall do so as long as there is
from three to ten coming forward a day which is now the
case 14
justin brooks who took over as presiding elder in kirtland reported that many smart intelligent young men have
and that such an anxiety to learn
been ordained elders
the doctrines of this church has never before been manifest
11

10

journal history
31hc
HC 4424
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august 1842 babbitt was specifically discouraging
people from going to nauvoo saying that kirtland was the place for him
24
journal history 28 october 1842 29 october 1842 31 october 1842
journal history
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since the commencement of the church 15 the following april
in 1843 with lyman wight again representing the authorities
about one hundred apostates and a few new members were
sed during the conference 16 in some respects this was
baptized
bapti
baptised
a last vigorous push before departure for a resolution was
passed at the same conference for the removal of all the
saints in that place to nauvoo 17 before the end of the
month lyman wight and justin brooks were in pittsburgh
trying to buy a steamboat to convey the kirtland saints to
11

nauvoo

18

some saints undoubtedly moved on 9 june 1844 brigham young preached in the kirtland temple on the subject
of nauvoo he found the kirtland saints dead and cold to
the things of god 10 but at the end of 1844 L hollister
wrote asking for someone to help manage affairs in kirtland if you think us worth saving 210 phineas young summarized the situation
here we are called josephites and at nauvoo apostates
tatter we are willing to bear till
dhe latter
che
the first we glory in the
iatter
our brethren shall have proven us faithful by seeing our faith
and good works there are at this time some 40 or 50 good
brethren in this place which constitutes a majority of the
we are favored with the house the temple
church here
21
and the control of it
it2l
ital

young said he was willing to stay or go as directed

212

ap-

parently
parent ly the earlier instruction had not been carried out again
the kirtland saints received word to come to nauvoo leaving
neither man woman or child behind that desires to come up
here with a pure heart leaving kirtland to the owls and the
3
bats for a season
the general willingness to gather
to nauvoo was reaffirmed at a kirtland conference in april
1845 as it had been two years earlier 214 sacrament was ad
ministered to about one hundred saints
from the spring of 1845 it becomes difficult to keep track
in journal history 7 november 1842
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1845 minutes in tunes
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of the saints in kirtland many must have responded to the
decision to gather that was agreed upon at april conference no october conference at kirtland was reported in
the church periodicals by the fall the main topic of discussion was the forthcoming departure from nauvoo and the
preparations for it at the end of 1845 it was reported that
a group of rioters had seized control of the kirtland
temple a report that indicates both the declining strength
of the kirtland loyalists and their continued existence 25
by this time there were many families in kirtland once
mormon who had decided to have nothing more roo do with
the movement others were mormon in a general sense still
susceptible to being reactivated but content to lie low until firm leadership was provided and by this time too several splinter groups had sprung into existence it is not surprising that some of them sought to promote their cause in
0

kirtland

one

such schismatic preacher hoping to pick up the pieces
mcclellin
McLellin who arrived in late
in kirtland was william E mclellin
1846 he soon won the support of such men as leonard rich
and jacob bump at a conference in january 1847 they offici
ficially
ally adopted the name church of christ 26 two of the

guiding principles of the movement were 1 to accept david
whitmer as the proper presiding authority of the church and
2 to declare kirtland to be once again the proper center for
the church the group was estimated variously at 42 and about
one hundred members at the end of 1847 in the ensign of
liberty we read our members continue to increase steadily
partially because of david whitmer s reyet but slowly
fusal to move to kirtland the movement began to break up
apparently fizzling out in late 1849 27
by this time another group calling itself the church of
christ had appeared looking to young james C brewster
as leader this group was later known as brewsterites
ites in auBrewster
gust 1848 they began publication of a newspaper the olive
branch and on 23 june 1849 held a general assembly in
HC 7484

ensign of Lliberty
reporting on a conference
march 1847
fero no 1
held 23 january 1847 for a valuable introduction to this periodical and
other whitmerite
Whit merite works see dale L morgan churches of the dispersion
summer 1953
no 3
western
lV estern humanities review 7
wettern
162 75
16275
195316275
1953162
asee
see the brief survey in russell R rich those who would be
he leaders
2see
shoots of mormonism provo utah BYU press 1967
pp
ap 35
Off
offshoots
37
3537
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the kirtland temple 28 moving spirits behind the movement
in kirtland were hazen aldrich and austin cowles brewster himself lived in springfield illinois and by july 1849
the publication of the newspaper had changed to springfield
in october an article entitled the gathering at kirtland explained that kirtland could serve as a temporary gathering
place but that ultimately the loyal brewsterite saints were expected to gather to california some indication of the size
of the brewsterite congregation can be gained from the fact
that only six of those attending the june 1849 assembly passed
the test of accepting young brewster s revelations compared to its earlier boom period mormonism in kirtland
even including schismatic factions had decidedly diminished
in importance no longer did it occupy the center of the
stage
one of the best glimpses into life at kirtland at mid
21
century is the diary of patience cowdery 29
wife of warren
A cowdery oliver s brother she had been closely involved
with mormonism at kirtland during the 1830s her husband
a prominent doctor who had practiced medicine in freedom
new york became editor of the latter day saints messenger
and advocate published in kirtland they became disaffected
in 1837 and 1838 but continued to live in kirtland 30
in 1849 when she began keeping her record patience
cowdery turned 55 years old perhaps the depressed economy of kirtland is reflected in the fact that her husband and
dle necessity of seeking work in nearby
die
sons were under the
towns
times only she and her two daughters were living
at the kirtland home but usually her husband and one or
more of the four sons were also there
life was busy in the cowdery household they operated
something of a weaving establishment yarn was twisted for
stockings and for carpeting the girls did a good deal of sew
11

at

kirtland ohio august 1848 and march 1849
141 46
ap 31
ap 14146
cf rich pp
33 and morgan pp
3133
2patience
patience simonds cowdery D
ary 18491851
1849 1851 in historical department
diary
of the church of jesus christ of latte day saints
warren A cowdery born in poultney vermont in 1788 practiced
medicine and conducted an apothecary s business in freedom new york from

the olive branch

1815 to 1830 he built the first brick house in 1828 and was the first postmaster in the town he moved to kirtland at the end of 1835 or beginning
of 1836 and was soon editing the messenger and advocate in the september
1837 issue he states that he had actually edited the paper for sixteen months
even though he was not nominally editor he was one of the group associated
with warren parrish and was excommunicated in 1837
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ing and at candle dipping time the house was transformed
into a veritable workshop twentyfive
twenty five dozen candles were
dipped in one day other chores included preparing husks
for beds and picking apples and blackberries
besides the long hours of work suggested by such acCow derys found time for reading the scriptures
tivities
tivi ties the cowderys
various periodicals and such books as a life of washington
A certain zeal for self improvement is noticed in such entries
as the following

we

have had quite a school this evening among ourselves
in reading and spelling
we have commenced a school in our large room in hopes
to continue it through the winter for the benefit of our own
family it has gone on very pleasant thus far we have attended to spelling and defining this evening

nor

was it all hard work probably spelling bees were comcheckers
mon and such games as cb
eckers occupied some of the evening
hours
the cowdery family seemed very much involved in community affairs earlier in 1841 and 1842 warren A cowdery
had served as an election judge and was still sufficiently ingainesville
terested
Painesville to attend
te
in politics at age 62 to travel to painesville
a political convention lectures at either the temple now
serving as a community hall or the western reserve teachers seminary were a common occasion for entertainment and
instruction patience herself was sufficiently part of the reform enthusiasm of the day to belong to a moral reform society attending its meetings and subscribing to its periodicals
in 1850 she heard an antislavery sermon on sunday and attended at least one meeting of an antislavery female sewing
society nor surprisingly too there were such small town activi ties as weddings funerals quilting bees and donation
tivities
parties
derys were not without religion although by this
cowderys
the Cow
cormons
time they were not mormons
Mor mons in 1849 patience often attended
church and made notes on the sermons this may have been
the baptist church at least a small donation was made toward the construction of a new baptist meeting house in 1850
As time went on she more usually stayed at home on suncli she did read the
days while the children attended church
chur cil
bible regularly noting in her diary the completion of chapters
and books
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what about mormonism

about all the notice given to

their former religion was prompted by visits from individuals
in 1849 for example martin harris called here this morning
and warned us of our danger if we did not imbrace
imbruce the
gospel and says he has now cleared his skirts whether we give
A few days later harris came to see about
heed or not
selling us some land and staid some little time and conversed upon things that he said he knew she mentions reading six issues of the olive branch this was the brewsterite
newspaper that austin cowles left for their perusal one detects a note of detachment if not scepticism in the references to
lots in 1850 the family was visited
zealots
zea
the preaching of these zealous
by a mr mclenithan who considered it to be his duty
to warn the people to flee the wrath to come he considered
the judgments to be near at hand
perhaps the enthusiasm for mormonism of the 1830s had
been burned out by the bitter recrimination of 1837 and
1838 still there was sufficient interest that one of the cowdery daughters read the book of mormon and such men
as harris still obtained a hearing when they called on the
family while not in close contact with warren s brother
oliver apparently they did receive the news of his death in
1850 and must have heard of his return to the church
working and inhardworking
the warren cowdery family was hard
terested in the affairs of the day patience was a devout
te
reader of the bible she had an almost transcendentalist
feeling toward nature as expressed in a beautiful passage
on 16 june 1850

the

weather is calm and serene the air seems pure and
wholesome all nature seems to have put on a lively green
since the reviving rain 1I do take sweet comfort in viewing
the beauties of nature the lively green woods that looks
so beautiful and happy while all is calm and peaceful
at home ought we not to possess hearts of gratitude that
we have been thus highly favored with kind children that
ever ready to sooth and wait on us in sickness
they
are kind and good truly this makes home pleasant and
seems to give everything around us a pleasing aspect

there

was much goodness in the life of this family
in 1851 elder james W bay found a few signs of spiritual
life in kirtland As he reported in a letter to brigham

young
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there have

been all kinds of false prophets here in
kirtland but 1I have found a few that begin to feel that
west is the place and the authority is there bro isaac
bullock and I1 succeeded in getting an organization here
and they begin to have the gifts and are blessed and calculate to gather west to the valley 31

although there was a branch organization it cannot have
been large elder bay said that he had baptized thirteen during the year but all of these may not have been at kirtland

at

nearby cleveland there was a branch of 30 members the
emphasis of bay s preaching was not to build up permanent
branches but to encourage gathering 1 I have been hunting
up the saints and encouraging them to go to the valleys of
ephraim to be hid up while the indignation be overpast and
1I feel that this land is to be pruned with a mighty pruning
four years later when thomas colburn visited kirtland
he found a few that called themselves saints but very weak
many apostates who have mostly joined the rappers 32 those
who now had possession of the temple he denounced as no
better than thieves and robbers the single encouraging conversation as far as we can gather was with martin harris
who was on the vergeon
vergeof
verge of deciding to move to utah
population figures do not support the contention that
kirtland had become nearly deserted but it did decline and
gave an impression of lethargy 333 A generation later in 1882
richard W young visited the now feeble village of kirtland 34 the general mood evoked by his description is one
of decay and sadness he and his companion called on a
family who had once been saints now blind and decrepit
they looked for the former house of brigham young but
found only some broken pieces of pottery the temple could
be seen only from the outside since the elders of the reor15
ganized church had left town with the keys 35
the building
young said much of the interior wood
is in poor repair
dated 7 august 1851 in deseret news 13 december 1852
letter
12
two letters published in the st louis luminary 17 february 1855 and

may 1855
for some discussion of population decline see artel ricks hyrums
hyrams
prophecy improvement era 591956305ff
ff
591956 305ff
591956305
richard W young in the wake of the church contributor 41833
105
10588
young could not resist scoring a point at the expense of the reorganized
church elders who had gone off with the keys the door keys 1I mean
the other keys those to the doors of eternal truth were taken from the
kirtland temple forty five years before richard W young p 107
2
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work has been taken away for fire wood and the sashes contain more broken than undamaged panes of glass paint it
has not seen for a generation at least
thronged
ged
thronger
the days when crowds of newly arrived converts thron
the streets of kirtland when the air rang with shouts and
the hammer blows of construction when reports of divine
manifestations in the temple were communicated in excited
whispers all of this was part of the past As richard W
young said of the temple its chief glory is of course in
the past and to a latter day saint the brightness of that glory
was sufficient to cause it even now to shine with its retained
splendor
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